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ll. (a) Show that the sequence {x"} defined by xl={Z, xn=tfTxn_1
converges to 2.

(b) Prove that the seqr"r,.u {(t
(a) State and prove Gauss's Test.

(b) Discuss the convergence or divergence of the series

(a) using cauchy's lntegral Test, discuss the convergence or
divergence of the series lff=r fi,A > 0. 3

(b) Discuss the convergence of the series I9'y_ 
1zn1,.x,r,x 

) 0 3

SECTION.B

(a) Prove that every continuous function is Riemann lntegrable.
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(b) lf a function f is R-integrable on [a, b], then f2isalso R-
irrtegrable on [a, b].

is bounded.
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(a) Let f(x)=3**l- on [1,2]. Prove that f is R-integrable on lr,2)
and [l(3x + L)d,x -+
lf f is bounded function defined on [a, b], then for every
^ ;0,however small, there exists 6>0 such thatl (p, f) , Ii f
e and U(P,f) < t! f * u for ail partitions with llpll < 6
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Vlll. (a) Let f be a function of bounced variation on [a, b]. lf x efa,
bl,let V(x)=yr (a, x) and V(a)=0. Then every point of continuity of f
is also a point of continuity of v. The converse is also true.
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lx. (a) Show that lim los' - 0.
TL-)@ TL

(b) Define Bounded and Unbounded sequence.

(c) ls X(- l)n-rY ,onvergent? justify your answer.

(d) Define Leibnitz's Test.

(e) Prove that if f(x) is an odd function then [!*f tDd.x _ 0.

(f) Show that flrCl*l - x)d.x - *1-, where [x] stands for
integral part of x.

(g) Define Monotonic function.

(n) Defi;ie P,sctiiiable curve e r,i :i,,qi.c Lengtn.
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